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Compatibility Table

Model Diagrams Full diagrams of each model can be 
downloaded from our website.

Speci cations

- Screws are pneumatically fed by request through an 
external signal.
- Screws are fed to the screwdriver’s Y pipe with the screw 
side at the front.
- It is compatible with the robotic and manual screwdrivers.

- Screws are pneumatically fed by request through an 
external signal.
- Placing the screw-feeding part of the slide unit near the 
screwdriver can shorten the time it takes to feed screws to 
the screwdriver. 
- Screws are fed with the head at the front.
- It is compatible with screw-tightening robots.

- Fixed quantities of screws are picked up in bulk.
- The screw feeder can be placed outside the workspace, 
saving more space for work.
- Fixed quantity pick up can prevent screw-tightening being 
forgotten.

- Fixed quantities of screws are picked up one at a time.
- The screw feeder can be placed outside the workspace, 
saving space for work.
- It feeds the screw next to the hand doing the screw-
tightening work.
- Fixed quantity pick up can prevent screw-tightening being 
forgotten.

Robotic Type With a CounterManual TypeSeries

Pneumatic Screw Feeder
Pneumatically feeds screws to their
destination in an instant.

Capacity

Manual
Robotic
Fixed-quantity pick up

     Four types based on different needs
BS (manual and robotic): Pneumatically feeds screws in 
response to an external signal.
BS-R (robotic pick up): Sliding unit conveys screws to 
screwdriver pneumatically, greatly cutting down on yield time.
BS-C (fixed-quantity bulk pick up) : Pick up the set quantity 
with the counter and it allows for pick up by simply pulling 
the lever.
BS-D ( xed-quantity single pick up) : Pick up the set number of
screws and bolts one at a time next to your hand.

*The default hose is 2.5 meters long and requires air tubing to be installed.

     Uses air pressure to convey screws to 
     distant locations
Brings screws right to you using air pressure, 
dramatically improving work e ciency.

     Space-saving, high-capacity model
Separating the screw feed from pick-up points allows for 
a space-saving design.

*Please inquire prior to placing an order. 

Supported 
under-head 
length

Supported 
diameter

15～25m m


